RNA polymerase motions during promoter melting
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Abstract

All cellular RNA polymerases (RNAPs), from those of bacteria to those of man, possess a clamp that can open and close, and it has been assumed that the open RNAP separates promoter DNA strands and then closes to establish a tight grip on the DNA template. Here, we resolve successive motions of the initiating bacterial RNAP by studying real-time signatures of fluorescent reporters placed on RNAP and DNA in the presence of ligands locking the clamp in distinct conformations. We report evidence for an unexpected and obligatory step early in the initiation involving a transient clamp closure as a prerequisite for DNA melting. We also present a 2.6-angstrom crystal structure of a late-initiation intermediate harboring a rotationally unconstrained downstream DNA duplex within the open RNAP active site cleft. Our findings explain how RNAP thermal motions control the promoter search and drive DNA melting in the absence of external energy sources.

Bacterial RNA polymerase (RNAP) locates promoter elements in the genome, captures conserved bases of the nontemplate strand (nt-strand) −10 element DNA in complementary pockets on its surface, and loads the template strand (t-strand) into a narrow active site cleft to program RNA synthesis (Fig. 1A) (1–4). The width of the cleft is defined by an ~20-Å swinging motion of the RNAP clamp, a conserved structural module of all multisubunit RNAPs (5–7). Structural and solution studies have suggested that DNA is loaded and melted in the open cleft, which later closes for processive transcription (5, 8, 9). The dramatic
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conformational changes in both RNAP and DNA during promoter melting are accomplished without any external energy input, such as adenosine triphosphate (ATP) hydrolysis (1). To study RNAP dynamics during initiation steps, we biased its clamp in either open (oRNAP) or closed (cRNAP) conformations by use of a toolbox of well-characterized ligands (Fig. 1B and fig. S1) (9, 10) and then followed promoter melting in real time with two different fluorescence assays that report on the early (2) and late (11) stages of melting, respectively.

First, we determined the state of the clamp during recognition of the −10 promoter element when RNAP extrudes the conserved A_{−11} and T_{−7} bases out of the double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) and into complementary pockets of the promoter-specificity σ-subunit (2). Recognition of the flipped bases nucleates strand separation and induces an ~90° bend in promoter DNA, positioning the downstream duplex across the cleft for further unwinding (Fig. 1A) (1). This nucleating step can be monitored by using the RNAP beacon assay (I), in which A_{−11} capture specifically enhances the fluorescence intensity of a probe covalently linked to σ near the A_{−11} binding pocket (Fig. 1C) (2, 12). To focus on −10 element recognition, we studied how RNAP binds a dsDNA construct devoid of all promoter elements except for the −10 hexamer at its downstream end (−10 dsDNA) (table S1). With the RNAP beacon assay, such a construct produced a slow fluorescence rise (Fig. 1C), indicative of specific −10 recognition, because DNA of similar length without a −10 sequence gave no signal (fig. S2, A and B). cRNAP, generated by preincubation of RNAP with phage T4 gp2 protein (9, 13), produced a stronger signal that saturated ~5 times faster, whereas oRNAP, formed with lipiarmycin (Lpm) (10), gave a weak signal resembling the addition of nonpromoter DNA (Fig. 1, C and D, and fig. S2, A and C). Rate enhancements nearly identical to that seen with gp2 were observed with myxopyronin (Myx) and ripostatin (Rip), which form cRNAP via a different mechanism (Fig. 1D and figs. S1 and S2, A and B) (9). Because the clamp modulators used in our experiments all bind at least 60 Å away from the −10 recognition site (fig. S1 and supplementary text), we rule out direct effects of their binding and conclude that only cRNAP is able to specifically recognize the −10 element out of the dsDNA.

To mimic the promoter recognition process in which RNAP locates the −10 element directed by interactions with upstream promoter elements, we added a consensus −35 hexamer to the DNA construct (−35/−10 dsDNA) (table S1) and observed that −10 recognition in this context also requires cRNAP (fig. S3). Because the RNAP/Lpm complex binds to upstream promoter regions (14, 15) but is unable to recognize the −10 element, we propose that in the open form, which is predominant in solution (9), RNAP rapidly surveys the genome for upstream promoter elements, whereas transient clamp closure allows readout of the conserved nt-strand bases and nucleation of melting. Thermal fluctuations between the two RNAP forms with overlapping sequence specificities therefore optimize the promoter search in the presence of the overwhelming excess of nontarget DNA. The mechanism of promoter location involving large (~20 Å) clamp motions is reminiscent of a theoretical “search-and-fold” scheme proposed by Mirny and colleagues (16) to explain fast target location by a DNA binding protein, which so far has only been borne out for small proteins fine-tuning DNA recognition through subtle conformational changes (17, 18).
To rule out assay-specific artifacts and to test our conclusions on a full-length native promoter, we used a different real-time fluorescence assay (II) reporting on late steps of promoter melting (11). We attached a Cy3 probe to the nt-strand +2 position of the extensively characterized λ Pr promoter (Fig. 2A and table S1). Changes in the local environment of the dye due to RNAP-induced promoter melting result in a twofold increase in fluorescence intensity, faithfully reflecting the multistep kinetics of λ Pr melting observed with chemical and enzymatic probing (1, 3, 11, 19).

To gain kinetic insight into the melting step, we constructed a modified version of Cy3-λ Pr in which the base opposite A_{−11} was removed (Fig. 2A) in order to lower early kinetic barriers for melting nucleation by facilitating A_{−11} base flipping and DNA bending that accompany initial melting (1). In accord with our reasoning, upon addition of a saturating amount of RNAP, −11tAb λ Pr displayed approximately threefold faster melting kinetics (Fig. 2B), suggesting that nucleation of melting is the rate-determining step. Next, we monitored promoter melting with both wild-type (WT) and −11tAb λ Pr in the presence of clamp modulators. Myx (generating cRNAP) only marginally stimulated the melting on both templates (Fig. 2, C and D, and supplementary text). Lpm (oRNAP) completely prevented the melting on WT λ Pr because, as seen with the RNAP beacon assay (Fig. 1, C and D), oRNAP is unable to nucleate melting, which blocks all subsequent steps in the pathway. Remarkably, on −11tAb λ Pr, the melting reaction was able to proceed slowly despite the presence of Lpm (Fig. 2D). Similar results were obtained when a mis-matched base was placed opposite A_{−11} (fig. S4). Thus, −11 base-pair perturbations obviate the requirement for cRNAP, confirming that transient clamp closure nucleates melting.

As melting propagates downstream of the −10 element, the emerging single strands of DNA enter the RNAP active site cleft, which for steric reasons requires an open clamp (Fig. 1B) (8). To gain insight into this step, we determined a 2.6-Å-resolution crystal structure of oRNAP complexed with a downstream-fork DNA fragment, which was designed to mimic promoter binding during late stages of melting and supported specific initiation in transcription assays (Fig. 3A, fig. S5, and table S2). The structure reveals DNA residing within the oRNAP cleft with excellent electron density for the −10 element nt-strand bound to σA2 (2) followed by a partially disordered downstream region that was excluded from the refinement (Fig. 3B and table S2).

Fragmented electron density in the downstream portion of the cleft is consistent with at least 8 base pairs (bp) of dsDNA (remaining from the 16-bp duplex originally present in the construct), suggesting that the promoter fragment was partially melted during cocrystallization (Fig. 3A), and its captured position likely represents a late intermediate of DNA loading into the cleft (RP_{2}). This conclusion is further supported by the fact that the angle orienting the observed dsDNA along the expected trajectory of downstream promoter DNA during melting places the dsDNA in an intermediate position between the modeled largely unmelted DNA (RP_{11}) and the downstream duplex of the fully melted promoter (RP_{o}) (Fig. 3D).

We observed an unusual disorder in the downstream dsDNA. A “ladder” of planar densities with −3.4-Å spacing defined the base pair positions and the dsDNA helical axis (Fig. 3B).
However, the base pair densities were “smeared” perpendicular to the helical axis and poorly resolved for 2.6-Å-resolution data (table S2). Moreover, density for the phosphate groups, typically the most prominent in nucleic acid electron density maps, was weak and poorly resolved (Fig. 3D). Taken together, these observations suggest that the downstream dsDNA in the crystallized complex retained a degree of rotational freedom along its helical axis. Several positively charged residues of the β′-subunit (R486, R1267, K1301, and K1304) were located within electrostatic interaction distance from the expected phosphate positions of the duplex (Fig. 3B). Within 15 Å of the modeled DNA duplex in our structure are a total of 18 K and R residues, whose long aliphatic side chains with terminal positive charges possess high torsional freedom and are ideally suited to interact with the incoming downstream dsDNA yet allow the axial rotational freedom required for unwinding.

Strand separation nucleated by base flipping within the −10 element proceeds downstream via spontaneous base pair–breaking, with the emerging single strands of DNA pulled into the channel by the massive positive charge inside (Fig. 3E and fig. S5). The dimensions of the oRNAP cleft forbid the entrance of dsDNA, so it must stay above the cleft during early stages of melting (Fig. 3E). Only single strands of DNA (a total of 13 nucleotides long) can enter the oRNAP cleft, where they are progressively captured through electrostatic interactions until the fully melted bubble is generated and the downstream dsDNA reaches the binding site defined in this work. In support of this spontaneous, thermally driven mechanism is the steep temperature dependence of the promoter melting step (1) and the observation that melting does not proceed downstream of the −10 element if the cleft is widened by deletion of the β lobe domain (20).

Promoter melting by all multisubunit RNAPs, with the notable exception of eukaryotic RNA polymerase II (Pol II), is driven solely by binding free energy. Although melting by Pol II is generally thought to rely on the adenosine triphosphatase activity of transcription factor TFIIH, this requirement can be obviated in a number of cases [(21–23) and references therein]. Whereas the melting nucleation mechanisms may be specific for a given RNAP group, nearly identical cleft dimensions in bacterial, archaeal, and eukaryotic RNAPs (fig. S7 and supplementary text) (24) hint at a unified mechanism of melting propagation and t-strand loading into the cleft that may operate in all three domains of life.

Promoters display great variation in strength and sensitivity to regulatory factors that bind to RNAP, DNA, or both. Structural transitions of the transcriptional machinery delineated in this work (Fig. 4 and movie S1) can be viewed as checkpoints for gene regulation that contribute, along with factors modulating RNAP mobility (25), to the impressive dynamic range of gene expression.
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Fig. 1. Bacterial RNAP conformations and promoter recognition

(A) Model of a promoter melting intermediate with locally underwound −10 element DNA [based on PDB ID 1L9U (26, 27)]. The −10 recognition surface of the σ-subunit is green, and the rest of the RNAP surface is gray. DNA strands are blue (nt) and yellow (t), with forked −10 element red, A_{−11} and T_{−7} bound in σ pockets, and −35 element in grey. (Bottom) schematics of fully melted bacterial promoter. Colors are as in (A), and conserved −11 and −7 positions of the nt-strand are highlighted. Numbers indicate positions before the start site (+1) (B) Ligands affecting the equilibrium between oRNAP and cRNAP conformations (9, 10). The mobile β′ clamp and associated σ2 domain regulating RNAP cleft width are highlighted. PDB IDs are 1L9U for oRNAP and 4XLN for cRNAP. (C) Time course of tetramethylrhodamine-labeled (red open circle and solid circle) RNAP (3 nM) fluorescence response to addition of 2 μM −10 element dsDNA. The black trace corresponds to unliganded RNAP, the green trace corresponds to cRNAP preincubated with gp2, and the blue trace corresponds to oRNAP preincubated with Lpm. (Inset) RNAP beacon assay I schematic. (D) Binding of −10 dsDNA to RNAP, cRNAP, or oRNAP measured with the RNAP beacon assay. SEM from at least three independent experiments are shown.
Fig. 2. Real-time kinetics of promoter melting and effects of cleft-locking ligands

(A) Fluorescence assay II. Cy3 (solid and open gray-filled red ovals) fluorescence enhancement reports on final steps of promoter melting (11). (Inset) −10 element sequence of WT and −11Ab λPr promoter variants. (B) Time course of Cy3-labeled WT and −11Ab promoters’ response to addition of 100 nM RNAP. (C and D) WT and −11Ab promoter melting in assay II upon addition of 100 nM unliganded RNAP (black), cRNAP (preincubated with Myx; green) or oRNAP (preincubated with Lpm; blue).
Fig. 3. Structure of oRNAP in complex with promoter fragment

(A) Promoter fragment used for cocrystallization, color coding, and numbering as in Fig. 1A. Boxed parts of the melted construct indicate DNA regions resolved in the structure, with dashed lines corresponding to poorly resolved density. (B) oRNAP shown in gray, with −10 element recognition surface in green. Blue mesh represents 2Fo−Fc map for the DNA displayed at 0.7σ contour level. (Single-letter abbreviations for the amino acid residues are K, Lys; R, Arg.) (C) Exemplary electron density, displayed as in (B), for base pair +14. (D) Downstream duplex trajectories in the intermediates of promoter melting [symbols on the lower right show how RNAP views in (B) and (D) relate]. Above the figure is the kinetic scheme of promoter melting. R, RNAP; P, promoter; RP_{i1}, modeled position of the intermediate preceding melting step; RP_{12} (26), duplex DNA position observed in this work; RP_{o}, fully melted promoter DNA (3). (E) Spontaneous DNA unwinding during promoter melting. Schematic model of RP_{i1}−RP_{o} transition is shown as the side view. Blue plus signs indicate positively charged surface of the RNAP active site channel (fig. S6).
**Fig. 4. Schematics of RNAP structural transitions during promoter recognition and melting**

Promoter DNA is shown in black lines, with $–35$ promoter element in gray and $–10$ element in red. Schematic of a sequence-dependent energy landscape of RNAP moving along the DNA in search of a promoter sequence is shown above, adopted from (16). Promoter search is optimized via interplay between oRNAP (blue; lower energy state, fast movement along DNA, scanning for upstream promoter elements, smooth binding energy landscape) and cRNAP (green; higher energy state, slower, precise DNA read-out, base flipping, rough binding energy landscape). $–10$ element recognition by cRNAP nucleates melting, followed by transition into oRNAP form, allowing DNA loading and unwinding in the cleft; the final closure seals the promoter complex.